
  CHAPTER 6

          David had still not returned to the bunker by the early morning. Now 

  June was frightened, he had never been away so long and she knew that 

  something must have happened to him. The child had been restless all night, 

  sensing her own anxiety. She fed the boy and then checked the level of the 

  remaining stores. There was pitifully little and that strengthened her resolve 

  to go out in search of David. She gathered what she could carry in a back 

  pack, and pulled open the outer door before picking up the child.

        She hesitated before venturing out into the darkness. It was the first 

  time she had seriously thought of leaving the haven to which they had been 

  led at the beginning of the destruction. She had no idea of what direction to 

  take.   She   had   watched   David   leave   and   knew   the   place   where   he   had 

  entered   the   shattered   curtain   of   tree   stumps,   but   that   meant   nothing,   for 

  David would have circled around to confuse any watchers that might have 

  wanted to back track to their sanctuary.

        She paused, assailed  by doubts, this was the  place  to which  David 

  would return - if he could return. If she was not there, he would have no way 

  of finding her. She crouched in the doorway in the icy blast of the storm and 

  whimpered, her resolution was gone. The child started to wail in unison and 

  the wind seemed to pick up in intensity before quietening down. It was like an 

  invitation to proceed but it could have been a trap. She had always felt that 

  the icy wind was like a living thing that could think and plan and trap those 

  who were unwary enough to trust themselves to it.

        It began to grow lighter and she could distinguish the looming shapes 



  of tree trunks that had been glowing embers when the nuclear fires had swept 

  through the area. She had no idea of where the bunker was in relation to the 

  city or to any one of the small towns that had grown up around the metropolis. 

  She knew she was utterly helpless and defeated and that there was nothing 

  to be done but to remain where she was and use up the stores until she and 

  the child starved to death. She faced the prospect with a dull acceptance. 

        She  started   to   go  back  into  the   bunker  and   then  she   hesitated,  for 

  something was happening. The wind had died down to nothing - in itself, that 

  was unusual, for the wind had never died down. It had always surged against 

  their shelter with gusting force, a perpetual blizzard of radiation laden snow. 

  She had long since given up reasoning  why she, David  and the child  had 

  been spared from the sickness that followed radiation exposure.

        With   the   dropping   of   the   wind,   the   sky   started   to   brighten   and   the 

  bleak, cold, grey cloud became a silver grey luminescence. She stared at it in 

  wonderment and  then when it  was shot through  with  shafts of fire, as if a 

  sword was being stabbed into it from above, she fell to her knees and stared 

  skyward   as   the   structure   of   the   cloud   altered   from   a   bland   blanket   to   a 

  turbulence that seemed to shrink back from the fiery lances. Some of those 

  lances   pierced   the   cloud   cover   like   beams   of   sunlight,   touching   on   the 

  shattered forest, on a hilltop that she never knew existed, on the ground in 

  front of the shelter - on her and her child. She cried out as it touched her but 

  it didn't burn.

          There was a more intangible change, it was hard to describe.  Instead 

  of physical  pain, she felt her cares and concerns evaporate  like  the cloud 

  itself. She looked upward into the beam of light that had settled upon her, 

  trying to see its source. She caught a glimpse of something that surged and 

  pulsed with power. An almost indescribable movement, as if a great host of 



  radiant beings filled the sky. It was so bright that it was almost impossible to 

  pick out detail but from out of that radiance proceeded the shafts of fire, as if 

  glory was reflecting off shining surfaces. 

        She stood up with her child on her arm and she was filled with joy and 

  she   was   no   longer   afraid.   The   air   was   becoming   warmer,   although   the 

  residual, bitter coldness had still not been overwhelmed. She retreated into 

  the shelter of the bunker doorway and watched as the world was transformed. 

  Sheets of ice that had bound the hilltop tightly during the past three and a 

  half   years,   now   started   to   thaw   and   small   rivulets   began   to   flow   and 

  accumulate, to trickle away down the slope into the broken trees. Cascades 

  of icicles, loosened by the warmth, were shed to join the meltwater.

          Soon it was warm enough to emerge out under the clearing sky, she 

  held  her son up to the  sunlight  like  an offering.  He actually chuckled  with 

  pleasure, she stared at him in wonder, for all she heard from him for many 

  months had been  the keening whine of petulance. She hugged him and cried 

  as the earth was renewed.

        Her concerns for David had melted away as well. Circumstances were 

  no different as far as his return was concerned. He didn't come from out of 

  the trees and she remained alone in the clearing in front of the bunker. She 

  had a confidence not born out of logic that he would come and that all she 

  had to do was to wait. She dragged out one of the chairs from the shelter and 

  set it on a patch of ground from which the ice had cleared. Daniel slept in her 

  arms, a quiet sleep that was a contradiction to the twitching restlessness she 

  had so often had to fight. Her own exhaustion overtook her and she slept as 

  well, waking only when the sun had started to sink below the hill. She looked 

  up into a clear sky and realised that she had never seen a sunset during the 

  previous   three   and   a   half   years.   The   cloud   had   been   an   ever   present 



  menace.        

        She   watched   the   sun   sink   lower,   seeing   afresh   something   that   had 

  been so easily ignored in the days before the destruction. Sunsets were a 

  luxury she had hardly ever had the opportunity to enjoy. There had always 

  been a meal to prepare, or some other household task. There had always 

  been the trepidation that had accompanied the return of her husband Bob. 

  What  mood would  he bring  with  him? Would  he have  anything  other than 

  complaints? Then, there had always been the television and drawn curtains 

  that had shut out sunsets - she nodded to herself, they had indeed been a 

  luxury. As the last rays gave way to a pearly clear twilight, David emerged 

  from the trees. He walked slowly and as he drew nearer, she could see that 

  he was more than a little battered. She stood and they faced each other for a 

  moment, before they embraced.

        "It was the Town Gang," he explained. "They were waiting for me when 

  I came out of the forest. I was careless. I had already raided the Hill People 

  but I came away with very little, so I thought I'd wait a day and sneak into the 

  Town - but I didn't reckon with the cold and exhaustion. I buried what I got 

  from the Hill  People before they caught me so they didn't find  any rations 

  when they searched me. 

        They thought I had a cache of food hidden away and when I wouldn't 

  tell them about this place, they got a little rough. They were pretty hungry and 

  desperate and talking about killing me. They weren't very subtle about it -  

          Then,   this   morning,   when   I   thought   I   was   finished   for   sure,   their 

  attitude changed completely.  One minute I was being pushed down on my 

  knees and someone was standing over me with a chunk of wood designed to 

  brain me and the next, they all stood motionless, watching the sky and the 

  melting away of the cloud.



          Someone pulled me to my feet and untied me and then they even fed 

  me. I couldn't believe it was happening for a while and then I realised what it 

  really was and you know, June - I couldn't feel any rage or anger, nor could I 

  retaliate against them - we actually parted as friends!"

        He picked up the boy and held him out at arms length.

        "I thought I wouldn't see either of you again."

        They watched the sun disappear and the broken forest become dark. 

  They enjoyed the luxury of feeling the warm air on their skin.

        "So, this is the Kingdom," David said softly.

        "Just the first day of it. The first day of not feeling afraid or threatened. 

  The first day of experiencing the words of God, when He said that He only 

  had thoughts of peace towards us. The first day after a nightmare that will 

  soon fade from our memories for ever."

          David led the way inside and looked around the room that had been 

  their shelter for so long. It was nearly stripped of the stores of food that had 

  sustained them.

          "There   isn't   much  left   -   It   was   already   time  to   move  on   before   this 

  happened. Now, for sure, it's time to go and find the rest of the human race. 

  The  Town  Gang  told  me  that they would  welcome us -  and I think  it  was 

  meant sincerely. They realise now that we haven't got anything left."

          "Give no thought for the morrow, for the morrow will take care of itself," 

  June said softly.

        "They didn't try to follow me - I'm sure of that - I was careful."

        "We don't have to be careful about those things anymore - they won't 

  harm us. They can't harm us. David, it's hard to explain but I feel - cared for. 

  No harm will come upon us. This is the Kingdom of Peace and that means 

  what it says - Peace, security, love, harmony - all the good words we could 



  hardly speak in the past. Words that didn't mean much then, but now they 

  mean everything and represent everything."

        They   went   into   the   bunker   and   there   she   tended   his   wounds.   He 

  turned and caught her looking at him intensely and slowly, as if expecting a 

  rebuff, he extended his hand and took hers, then he drew her against him. It 

  was a few moments before he said anything.

        "It will be different between us from now on, June. You told me once 

  that I was still a little boy who had never grown up - I think you said, still a 

  spoilt little boy who always wanted his own way. Perhaps you were right - it 

  stung when you said it. I hope I have grown up a little during the past three 

  and a half years. I really love you June and I really love my son. I never liked 

  leaving you alone when I went foraging but there wasn't any alternative. This 

  time, when I thought I wasn't going to make it back to you, I realised how 

  much you both meant to me."

        Early on the next day, they set out from the bunker, stripping out all the 

  remaining supplies, which hardly filled one of the back packs.

        "It won't last long - but then, it doesn't have to."

          David shouldered the pack and took his son on his arm. June looked 

  back into the bunker that had been her shelter and her prison for the time of 

  the   Dragon.   Now,   the   Dragon   was   bound   and   the   shelter   had   fulfilled   its 

  purpose. She followed  David  down the  track through  the  trees, not asking 

  where they would go, or what they might meet.

        The sky had cleared and was intensely blue, the air was warm even at 

  that early hour and the last traces of morning mist were clearing. Shattered 

  tree stumps, which had looked so forbidding during the nuclear winter, were 

  already showing signs of new growth, sprouts of green forcing their way out 

  of the trunks and broken branches. David pointed incredulously.



          "Despite   all   the   cold   and   radiation,   the   roots   didn't   die.   Life   stayed 

  dormant until the time was ripe for it to emerge again. It won't be many days 

  before grass will force its way through the mud."

        "Doesn't   it   say   somewhere   in   scripture,   that   the   whole   creation   will 

  rejoice?"

          "Something like that - "

        The bunker had been set high on a hill and the way down to the valley 

  was fairly steep, they saved their breath for negotiating it in safety. When the 

  worst   places   were   behind   them  and   the   ground   had   almost  levelled,   they 

  stopped and looked back.

          "Every time you went away, you had to come down this way?"

          David grinned.

          "This was the easiest way - you should have seen some of the other 

  paths.  I guess that  was why we  were  never  bothered  by the  Town  Gang. 

  They knew we were up there somewhere - or so they said when they caught 

  me - but the conditions were too severe and the way too steep to spend a lot 

  of energy looking for us."

        "What would they have done if they had - found us I mean."

          "Stripped the place of food and left us to starve, I suppose - or worse."

          June was very quiet, then:

        "Our Father really did take care of us, didn't He?"

        "He certainly did - "

          "Where are we going now?"

        "To the Town Gang."

          June digested that, only two days earlier, it would have raised a storm 

  of protest. She contemplated her calmness with wonderment.

          "What's the town like?"



          "You'll see soon enough, but its like a lot of others, I suspect. When 

  the first detonations took place, it was far enough away and sheltered by the 

  hills, to escape being flattened. The aftershock of the explosions must have 

  acted like an earthquake because quite a few of the buildings split open and 

  lost their roofs. I think most of the damage was done by the fires that swept in 

  from the forests. This whole area must have been an inferno."

        "What happened to the people?"

          "Those who survived the aftershock fled for their lives when the fire 

  came through. Some must have come back to salvage what they could after it 

  had died down. They are  some of the Town Gang."

        "Did you call them that?"

          "That's what they call themselves."

          "You talked about another group."

        "The Hill People - while they were - interrogating - me, there was an 

    interruption, something upset them enough for them to leave me alone for a 

  couple of hours. I heard someone say something about the Hill Gang or the 

  Hill  Group. These were the other community I've been - visiting  - over the 

  years.  I never  knew what they called  themselves.  I guess they must have 

  been   rivals   for   whatever   was  left  to   pillage   -  and  that  couldn't  have  been 

  much by this time. Quite a few of the Town Gang went off and when they 

  came back there was a lot of shouting and cheering, so they must have won 

  the confrontation. It had one good side effect, they weren't so rough on me 

  after that. Although their mood changed again and they decided to kill me!"

        "Do you really think its wise to throw in our lot with them?"

          June wanted to keep the conversation going, it was a novelty to have 

  David chattering and laughing and paying more than passing attention to her.

        "Well, there's not really an alternative as far as I can see."



        The conversation lapsed for a while. 

          "David  - I wonder what sort of contact we're going  to have  with the 

  Kings and Priests. I mean - this must be the Kingdom of Peace and we both 

  know what we saw yesterday. I would have thought that we would have seen 

  something of them. Are we really making the right decision?"

        "If we're wrong, they'll soon tell us."

        He sounded superbly confident.

          "We're  in  a special  position, aren't we? We  know what's happened. 

  Your Town Gang and these other Hill People, they wouldn't have any idea of 

  the return of Kings and Priests and the establishment of the Kingdom. All they 

  would  know is what they see - Suddenly,  the cloud  has lifted, the nuclear 

  winter has vanished - I suppose they will feel different in themselves - you 

  saw their change of attitude towards you - they would experience all of these 

  things and wouldn't have any idea of what had happened."

          David answered softly.

          "Perhaps that is why we have to go to the Town Gang - perhaps we 

  have to tell them."

        They had left the trees and were walking along the centre of what had 

  once been an important road. Its edges were broken away and overgrown 

  and great potholes had accumulated water from the melted ice and snow of 

  the nuclear winter. 

        "It's going to take a long time to get everything back in working order."

          "There will be a thousand years in which to do everything - but I think a 

  lot of it will  be done within  a very short time. After all, until  it is done and 

  everything is comfortable again, the full meaning of peace won't be fulfilled. I 

  keep thinking of all those things in scripture where it talks of every man sitting 

  down under his own vine and under his own fig tree. That implies comfort and 



  contentment - I think it will come quicker than we can imagine. After all, we 

  will have the Kings and Priests to organise it and the labourers will be willing 

  and not calling a strike every five minutes!"

        The flanks of the hills closed in towards the road at that point and they 

  moved  more cautiously,   for   rocks  had  fallen.   The   road  climbed   upward  to 

  cross a spur of the low range. David shifted the weight of his son from one 

  arm to the other.

        "Let me carry him for a while."

          Reluctantly, David complied, he liked the physical presence of the boy 

  against him. Little trickles of dirt and small stones continued to hit the road. 

  David groped for an explanation.

        "It must be the ground thawing. During the last years it must have been 

  like a - permafrost, you know, the sort of conditions they have in the Arctic, 

  now everything is loosening up - "

        It was a plausible explanation and given to reassure June. He couldn't 

  suppress the old feelings of wariness - It could equally be a someone hiding 

  among   the   burnt   trees,   perhaps   even   setting   an   ambush.   He   tried   to   tell 

  himself   that   such   times   were   now   passed   but   the   feeling   of   uneasiness 

  remained.

        After   a   particularly   heavy   fall,   which   made   them   stop   abruptly,   the 

  figure of a man emerged from the treeline and scrambled down the hillside. 

  David slowly set down his back pack. If there was to be trouble, he needed 

  freedom of action. The stranger appeared to be alone but that counted for 

  nothing, there could well be others hidden among the trees higher up.

        The unknown man straightened up and faced David.

          "Greetings - "

          David nodded.



          "Greetings to you - "

        "It looks like the sun has brought us all out of our holes!"

        His teeth flashed white in the sun. David conducted a quick survey. He 

  was tall and surprisingly clean for someone who had lived in a hole. His hair 

  was long and held back by a strip of cloth. His clothing was in no better repair 

  than their own and his shoes were also no better. He didn't look to be armed. 

  Like themselves he carried a small pack. David knew that he and June and 

  Daniel were also the subject of an equally shrewd assessment. 

        "I suppose names don't count for much anymore - call me Jones, it's 

  as good as any other - "

        The grin widened, as if it was a great joke.

          David gestured to June and his son.

          "This is June and Daniel - I am David - "

          Jones nodded greeting.

        "I thought I'd pay a visit to the town - besides, I'm short of supplies."

        "They haven't got anything - I was there yesterday."

          "Perhaps we can share what there is."

        It was a statement, not a question.

        "Are you alone?"

        The stranger laughed.

        "What   you   want   to   ask   is   -   Is   there   an   army  of   hostiles   poised   to 

  descend on you? - I can assure you that there isn't!"

          David   ought   to   have   been   annoyed   at   the   mockery  but   he   couldn't 

  arouse the emotion, instead he joined the laughter.

        "Can   you   blame   me   for   being   cautious   after   all   that   we've   been 

  through?"

          Jones shook his head.



        "I can't blame you friend - tell me, what do you make of this change? 

  One day we're in the grip of blizzards and the next, everything has thawed 

  and coming back to life. Things don't change as quickly as that. According to 

  the  scientists - before  they blew the  world  to  kingdom come - the  nuclear 

  winter would  last for centuries and then, very slowly,  everything  would  get 

  back to normal. You can't hurry nature."

          David felt for the words he had to say.

          "You gave the answer yourself when you said that scientists blew the 

  world   to   kingdom   come.   That's   what   has   literally   happened   -   this   is   the 

  Coming of the Kingdom! If you know your bible, you will understand. First, we 

  have lived through a great destruction  - and that was accompanied by the 

  nuclear winter - and now, the Kingdom has been set up. The change you see 

  around you is the result. Jesus has returned with His Kingly Priests, to set up 

  what the prophets of old have foretold. Things are going to get even better, it 

  won't be long before these hillsides are covered in grass and the trees with 

  leaves and blossoms. The earth will be restored better than it was before. In 

  fact, as good as it was when God created a paradise and set in it the first 

  human pair!"

          David was a little amazed at his eloquence, he looked sharply at the 

  stranger   and   found   him   smiling.   It   wasn't   a   smile   of   contempt,   it   was 

  something else undefinable. Jones stopped and looked ahead.

        "The town is just over the next rise. I think I'll stay back for a while - 

  after all, they know you are coming, they don't know about me - "

          David wanted to argue that he would be welcomed but June pulled on 

  his   arm   insistently.   When   they   topped   the   rise   and   were   out   of   listening 

  range, she spoke quickly.



        "Didn't you realise who he was?"

          David returned a blank stare.

        "It was either the Lord Himself or one of the Kingly Priests!"

          David   opened   his   mouth   to   protest   and   object   and   then   he   shut   it 

  again. He shivered, although the sun was warm on his back. He suddenly 

  knew she was right. He looked back but the man was hidden by the rising 

  ground. In front of them was the town and he knew that the stranger would 

  join them when he was ready.

                 


